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Van rollover
kills eight
USU students

Gay recognition
week resolution
modified/moves
to third reading .

BY SARA BAHNSON

BY TESSA SCHWEIGERT

Hews£dltor

Assistant Hews Editor

A Utah State University
field
trip ended in tragedy Monday afternoon when a van carrying 11
people blew a tire and rolled four
times near Tremonton, Utah. Eight
students and a Utah State instructor are dead and two are critically
injured.
.
The agriculture
students were
returning from a field trip to study
harvest equipment at a Utah farm
and were on their way back to
Utah State in Logan. According to
patrol Lt. Ed Michaud in the Salt
Lake Tribune, the left tire of the 15passenger van blew out when the
driver, 45-year old instructor Evan
Parker, tried to pass another car
on Interstate 84 near Tremonton,
about 65 miles northwest of Salt
Lake City.
All 11 passengers were ejected
from the van and the van rolled
four times down a 50-foot embankment. The Salt Lake Tribune quoted
Jared P. Nelson, a passenger of the
van who is still in critical condition,
as saying that the van appeared to
be speeding when the tire blew.
Nelson also said that the driver ond
passengers did not have theirseatbelts fastened.
The Utah
State
College
of
Agriculture was slated to celebrote
"AgWeek" beginning Monday. Most
ofthe students were freshmen.
This is not the first van accident
in Utah State's history. In 2001, six
members of the USU men's volleyball team were involved in a rollover in Laramie, Wyo. The university later implemented a policy that
required a training program for all
van drivers, which included classroom time and practical instruction.
"The university has adopted a policy that all those who drive IS-passenger vans must have either a Utlih .
State University Van Certificate or a
valid Commercial Drivers License,"
according to USU Policy 514.1, Use
of University Vehicles.
A report released by the Salt Lake
Tribune Wednesday said the driver of the vehicle, USU instructor
Evan Parker, had a commercialdrivers license but he had not
taken a four-hour safety class on
driving IS-passenger vans.
Boise State experienced
a
similar situation in 2001. Jake
Martindale, then a sophomore
BSU student, died and Brandon
Fiala, then a senior BSU student, was seriously injured
June 21, 2001 when a van transporting them to a wildfire in
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Protest and walk-out
attract more than
80 to the Quad
BY DUSTIN

L.APRAY

. Arbiter staff
War, oppression, hatred, bigotry, discrimination, the draft and misinformation
by the federal government were all discussed during a
walk-out and rally in the Boise State University
quad Monday, Sept. 26.
War protest
The BSU rally corresponds with similar antiwar rallies across the nation this past week.
Local groups united to send a message to students that they can hold their public officials
accountable for policy decisions.

See Rollover [page41

oftlle Idaho Peace comusic professor traveled to San Francisco over
the' weekend to attend a rally witli more than
20,000 people' marching through the streets.
"It was all kinds of people you could imagine
and others you can't Imagine," Winter said. "I
don't think we're a minority anymore. A majority of Americans have had enough of this."
Winter said he saw poster slogans such-as,
"How man lives per gallon?" and "Stop madcowboy disease."
"We're gathering momentum,"
Winter said.
"The tide is changing."
The walk out at BSU was much smaller. About
60 students left class to hear the speeches and
many more heard them in passing.
"I'm against [the war]," said Cody Wright,
BSU forestry major. "The minority (those who
oppose the war), which Is getting bigger by the
day, must gather and speak out against it."
Tamrnarack Gillingham, a former American
Army soldier, said that she was there at
the start of the anti-war rallies against
the Vietnam Conflict, In the rain in
Washington
D.C. getting pelted by tomatoes and rotten fruit.
She said that that movement too had
sparse beginnings,
with GllIingham
and her 63 comrades, but it grew to tens
of thousands of protestors in a matter of
five years. She said that today it is hard
to protest anything.
"Your struggle for survival is so internse that you don't have the time
to contribute
to any other activity,"
GllIingham said with confidence and
the bravado ofthe '60s.
The conflicts in Vietnam lasted more
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than 25 years. TheU.S.has
been In
Iraq since the spring of 2003. More than 2.5
million people died in the conflict in Vietnam.
Between 25,000 and 30,000 people have been
kllled In the Iraq war.
When asked about the BSU campus and its
reactions to the war, Amy Salisbury said that it
was apathy she saw.
"Apathy. That's the vibe I get on campus, I
think there are a lot of people who want to get
involved and do care what's going on, but I
think there's' an atmosphere
on campus that
makes that really difficult," Salisbury said.
"I think they should be a part of'it" Wright
said. "[Students) should be educated about the
war. There are definitely a lot of people who
don't know about the war, who don't care. That's
where it needs to start. People needto care."
Armed forces recruiting
U.S. Navy veteran and Veterans. For Peace '
member Dwight Scarbrough spoke to the crowd
about the possibility of a draft, military recruiting in high school and how to legalize becoming a conscientious objector to war.
According to Scarbrough,
the U.S. Armed
Forces are given the names, addresses
and
phone numbers of every high school student
in America. They get the Information through
a clause in the No Child Left Behind Act, which
requires the information
to be sent in before
the schools receive funding.
Scarbrough said that recruiters, who are having a hard time getting citizens to become soldiers, are looking at high schools students to flll
the gap; students from ninth to 12th grade.

See Walk-out [page4j -

The Associated Students of Boise
State University' (ASBSU) Senate
modified the resolution for a gay
recognition week and moved it to
its third reading for today's meeting. During their Tuesday, Sept. 27
meeting, ASBSU senators voted to
change parts of the resolution.
The resolution
was originally
titled uBSU Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender
and Queer (GLBTQ)
Recognition
Week." Senators removed the word "queer" from the
title and changed the word "recognition" to "diversity." The reso - .
lution is now titled "Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual and Transgender
(GLBT)
Diversity Week."
Sen. Christian Busnardo said he
spoke with an individual from the
GLBT community
who requested
the word queer be removed because
it is a derogatory term. Busnardo
motioned for the letter 'Q' to be
taken out from the title and from all
other references in the resolution.
Busnardo
is one of four senators sponsoring
the resolution
stating uASBSU supports 'BGLAD
(Bisexuals,
Gays, Lesbians
and
AUies for Diversity) in its initiative
to designate the week of Oct. 11 as
. BStJ GLBT Diversity WeeJi.~, .'. .
.BSU students
supportIng
arid'
opposing the resolution' have responded by e-malling senators and
addressing ASBSU at its meetings.
During
their Tuesday
meeting,
senators listened to students' views
more than they discussed the resolution.
"The student participation
on
this has been pretty amazing,"
Busnardo said.
From
his
own
evaluation,
Busnardo said 10 percent of students support the resolution,
10
percent oppose it and 80 percent
just don't care.
"It's really split for and against,",
he said.
Those from each side tried to persuade senators Tuesday.
"This is where you can make a
,difference,"
said Woody Howard"
BGLAD president. This resoiution
can bring solidarity
on campus
among minority groups, Howard
said, and positively affect future
generations.
BSU student April Hoy said she
also believes positive things can
happen from this resolution. Much
, worse things' could happen, she
said, than "trying to understand
oppressed minorities."
.
Others disagree with the resolution.

See ASBSU'[page41
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World/National!What
stories
cl,lurtesyofKRTCampus Wire Services
-unless otherwise credited. LocallBSU
stories are courtesy of the Boise State
Web site at www.bolsestate.edu. All
stories are comoiled bv News Writers.

national
Residents go home
as 'death toll rises
FORKED ISLAND, La. - From
a few neighborhoods in New
Orleans to the bayous of southwest
Louisiana and the oil refinery cities
of east Texas, dislocated Americans
returned Monday to their homes
.:....and, in many cases, to the hurricane-blasted shells oftheir lives.
"Half my house is gone," a visibly
shaken David Boudreau said as he
drove away from the town of Forked
Island in low-lying Vermilion
Parish. Hurricane Rita submerged
it under a 12-foot flood over the
weekend, though the water had receded to some extent by Monday.
In Washhlgton, President Bush
said the nation will have to cope
with gasoline and other energy
shortages for some time. He asked
Americans to carpool and curtail
nonessential travel, and he signaled
that the government again would
tap into the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve to bolster oil supplies.
"We can all pitch in by being
better conservers of energy," Bush
said after a briefing at the Energy
Department. "The storms have
shown how fragile the balance is
between supply and demand in
America."
They also demonstrated some
of the dangers of llving along the
coast, as Americans flock there in
ever-greater numbers,
More than 87 million people nearly 30 percent of the U.S. population - now live along the hurricane-vulnerable Atlantic and Gulf
coasts, according to the U.S.Census
Bureau.
As Rita's floodwaters receded
and rescue crews reached new areas, the storm's death toll climbed
with the discovery of five bodies in
an ap-artment in Beaumont, Texas.

Authorities said a man" woman
and three children apparently were
overcome by fumes from a portable power generator being used
indoors.
, Rita also was responsible for the
deaths of 23 elderly and Infirm
people trapped Friday In a bus that
caught fire as It carried them. Inland
and for two other people, one In
Mississippi and one In East Texas.

lncal/bsu
BSU speaker to
address safety in
American cities
The community Is invited to attend a free lecture by nationally recognized scholar Nicholas Lovrich
from 12:30-1:30p.m. Tuesday, Sept.
27, in the Boise State University
Student Union HatchA/B Ballroom.
Lovrich will speak on sustaining
public safety and a high quality of
life In American cities.
The presentation- will feature
findings from a study of28 U.S. citIes.
Profiles of the top five and bottom five cities with respect to sustalnability will be presented, and a
comparison will be drawn to Boise.
Lovrich Is the Claudius O. and
Mary W. Johnson Distinguished
Professor of Political Science and
the director of the Division of
Governmental Studies and Services
at Washington State University.
He has published nine books and
several articles dealing with a va_ rlety of issues related to public administration theory and practice,
evaluation research, public safety
policy and administration,' natural
resource and environmental policy
and administration, and state and
local government.
For more information, contact
the Department of Criminal Justice
Administration at ext. 3407 or 4114.

Property Tax
-Summit registration
deadline extended
Nationally known' tax policy
experts and Idaho analysts will
speak at the Property Tax Summit
on Thursday,' Oct. 6, sponsored
by the 'Center for Public Policy at
Boise State University. The summit
Is from 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. In the
Student Union Jordan Ballroom .
A $95 registration fee covers
materials,' parking, refreshment
breaks and a box lunch. To register,
call (208) 426-1476. The registration deadline has been extended to
Monday, Oct. 3.
The intent of the summit is to
provide specific, objective information about one of the most significant public policy issues in the
state - property taxes. The format
includes presentations as well as a
questlon-and-answer session.
Included with the summit will be
videotapes and campaign materials
related to prior property tax limitation initiatives to give participants
a flavor for the debates and issues of
past campaigns.
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Bob, I could swear
that guy looks just
like you
Sitting in his Waterloo, N.Y.,
home, a man and his younger
brother were watching the popular
"America's Most Wanted" television
program, when the younger brother's picture appeared on the screen.
It seems the guy was wanted for
scamming people in Florida.
The older brother was shocked as
were his neighbors, nine of whom
instantly called the cops.
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Software helps college
CuliJ;1aryArts College serves gourmet lunches
dorms 'match roommates
BY JIM BAINBRIDGE
The Gazette

Tommy Lee Jones and AI Gore
were randomly assigned room.
mates at Harvard as freshmen,
stayed roomies for. four years and
friends for another 36. It can work
out.
Still, you have to figure that for
every famous actor who ends up
making a presidential nomination
speech for his ex-roommate at a national convention, there has to be at
least an equal number of ~oomies
who just never seem to mesh.
One roommate goes to bed at 9
p.m., the other .at 3 a.m, One Is shy,:
the other immodest the life of the
party. One studies best with loud
music as background, the other
needs quiet.
Colorado Springs-based General
Meters Corp. understands the potential for stress In a system that
does not consider such differences
and Is marketing Its own software
program to give students a better
shot at domestic compatibility.
"The program is available online
in beta form now," said Fred Emery,
General Meters' systems marketing representative. "We're ready to
go, and we're in negotiations with
a couple of schools already. We just
have to be patient. Colleges have
to go through the budget approval
process, and we've just launched
this program:
What General Meters has going
for it is a lengthy track record working with more than 300 colleges
and universities on other high-tech
solutions such as for campus identification, access, food service, parking and recreation.
The University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs uses some aspects of the system, as does Adams
State and two community colleges.
For a school using the entire package of General Meters' 14 modules,
like Hofstra in Hempstead, N.Y.,a
student, faculty member or campus
employee could use a single scannable card to do laundry, get a soda
from a vending machine and buy
computer discs at the student bookstore before using the same card to
gain entry to the dormitory.

Price of the one-card program
can' rangefrom$5,OOO to ~80,OOO,
depending on how many modules
are activated and, how many students the school has enrolled.
The
University
One-Card
Housing System would serve as the
15th module, allowing students to
check out room inventories, housing assignments and even start the
process of finding a compatible
roommate.
"Students go online to fili out a
lifestyle profile," Emery said, "indi- ,
eating what time they get up in the
morning, what time they 'go to bed,
what kind of music they like, what
kind of sports. How they feel about
being paired with a smoker. Our
questions are geared to develop a
sense of someone's attributes and
what they do on a daily basis."
After the student completes the
series of questions and files it, the
system culls' the 20 best profile
matches for the searching student
to that of the searching student for
him or her to review.
All, of the survey participants
remain anonymous through the
entire process of questionnaire reviews.
Even when a student chooses to
contact a potential roommate, the
e-mail goes through the General
Meters system and the e-mail addresses are stripped away.
Identities are revealed only when
both sides agree that they think
there maya compatible match and
they meet.
If they decide to become roomies
they go back online to formalize it.
"There are protections built into
the system too," Emery said, "so
that no males can apply to be in a
female dorm and no seniors end up
In a freshman dorm. Every campus
is basically a different entity unto
itself. We create a tool for the campus and each campus adapts that
tool for its needs."
General Meters was founded
in 1979 by Leon Gottlieb to make
metering devices for copying machines, hence the company name,
and has evolved into an international corporation with about 45
employees. Their headquarters is
in Colorado Springs.

BY GINNY EGGLESTON

"

News Writer

The Culinary Arts program serves
gourmet lunches from 11:30 a.rn, to
1 p.m. Tuesday through Friday. The
dining room.t'lechnlque, "is staffed
entirely by students who cook and
serve the lunches to-the public as
part of their education ..The meals
are sold at lower cost than other
gourmet restaurants in town.
"Most people don't know that
they can get meals comparable to
the finest dining establishments in
Boise at lunch for a fraction of the
costs," said Kellie Branson, Selland
College administrator. Allthe meals
run less than $11 a plate, which Includes a side salad or a cup of soup
du jour. BSUCulinary Arts College
also runs a full-service deli from
11a.m. to 1 p.m, Monday through
Friday, staffed entirely by students.
Reservations are not required In
either dining area, but are encouraged for Technique.
The school runs on a four-week
schedule as opposed to a semester-by-semester basis like the rest
of the university. Every four weeks
the students rotate positions from
the bakery to the kitchen to the deli.
The menu also changes every four
weeks according to the preferences
of the guest chef. The current guest
chef is Chef Elias White, Sous Chef
at Spurwing Country Club. Students
are perfecting their technique on
dishes chosen by Chef White ranging from Cajun seared pork loin to to fill the executive chef position
stuffed chicken to pistachio crusted
at Caesar's Palace in Las, Vegas.
salmon.
Adkins now is an instructor at the
Boise State's Culinary Arts pro- California Culinary Academy.
gram:is accredited by the American
The Culinary Arts curriculum inCulinary Federatlon. "A lot of cludes classes in ice sculpture and
schools don't meet the standards
food carving. This October students
(for accreditation). We take pride will be carving and selling pumpin that," said Chef Vern Hickman,
kins to businesses in the commukitchen instructor. Hickman has ' nity to raise money to attend the
been an instructor at the Culinary
American Culinary Federation
Arts school for 18 years and was a conference in Hawaii.
full-time chef 12years before that.
For menu information call 426Graduates of the program have 6368. To make a lunch reservagone on to positions locally and tion at Technique call 426-1957
nationwide. One graduate of the
or visit http://culinary.boisesprogram, Van Adkins, was even of- tate.edu. For information on the
fered a job in the White House, ac- pumpkin carving call Chef Vern
cording to Hickman. Adkins turned
Hickman at 426-4199 or email at
down the White House job in order vhickman@boisestate.edu.
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, ,vice opportunities to students,
from Theater,Soft\iVlm~ and
, .: ,o aluml11and the communlty. .
Football." 7-,8:30p.m, Oct. 6, '
EventsJnclUd~;
"
. Boise State Alumni Center, 1173
'.Intot".
Streets. 8 a.m .. ' University Drive. Presented by
.oct. I,' Student Union Jor~a\l
Renaissance Institute. Free.
SaUr.oom. Participants can.;,'.~.·.;:Pa*il:lg available in front and
, choose volunteer work .~rom
'; \ldja~entto the Alumni Center.
. more than 25 community Or"
Call426-1831.
ganlzatIQns;,MQst service proj• Student Programs Board
ects will be completed by noon.
Homecoming Dance. 8:30Sponsored by the volunteer
11:30p.m, Oct. 6, Boise Centre
Services Board. Call 4.26-4240.
on the Grove. A '30s inspired
• Toliet Bowl Cl)ed Flag
dance featuring the band
Football Tournament. 3-10
Highstreet. Food and drink will
p.rn, Oct. 3,Bronco Stadium.
be served. $5 per student couple
Participants In theannual Toilet and faculty and staff with 10,
Bowl play ori the "srnurf turf."
$20 per alumni couple. Call 426Free to participate and attend.
1223.
Call 426-2447.
• 10th Annual College of
• Back to the Blue
Business and Economics
Barbecue. 5:30 p.m. Oct. 5,
Friends of the College Golf
Student Union back patio. Enjoy
Scramble and Barbecue.
a buffet and music provided by
Shotgun start at noon Oct. 7,
University Pulse. $5.
Shadow Valley Golf Course.
• Back to the Classroom.
Proceeds from the golf
All day Oct. 6-7 at locations
scramble fund scholarships for
throughout campus. Back to the
business majors. Call Patrick
Classroom features successful
Shannon at 426-3786.
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BSU student Steven Morely said
he doesn't approve of the resolution, but fears that anyone opposing the week will be labeled a bigot.
"A lot of my fellow students feel
the same way. We're afraid of being
called bigots (if we oppose the resolution}," Morely said.
Morely said he doesn't think BSU
should be used as an avenue to parade homosexuality.
Nearly a dozen students addressed ASBSUwith their feelings
on the matter, leaving little time for
senators to discuss the bill. With

less than 20 minutes before the
meeting's adjournment, Busnardo
read the resolution aloud in its
modified version.
The resolution now includes sectlons from the ASBSUconstitution,
including "ASBSUwill not discriminate against any individuals on the
basis of... sexual orientation."
Busnardo said ASBSU is liable
to uphold its constitution and not
discriminate against any student
within the set boundaries.
"It gives us the responsibility to
support a diverse population," he
said. The resolution states the support, not endorsement, ofthe week,

Busnardo said.
o Busnardo said he doesn't know
how many of the students who arc
voicing their opinions about theresolution have even read the document. It can be found at
Senators also voted to limit each
speaker from the gallery to three
minutes.
"Iwould like some time to discuss
this. I don't want the vote to happen
whcn I'm not here," Sen. LaTisha
Clark said.
The public is welcome to attend
and speak at today's ASBSU meeting, which meets in The Forum
from 4:40 p.rn. to 6 p.m.

a new IS-person van policy that
would improve driver training and
van safety. An example 'of the improvements involve rules about
how long drivers can be behind the
wheel, said Robert Kustra, president of BSU.
"We have sixteen IS-passenger
vans and our goal is to phase them
out in the next four years," Kustra
said.
He said he hopes the vans will
be replaced with regular minivans.
"[This tragedy) robs the Utah State

campus of such promising life,"
Kustra said. "Hearing this is a reminder that theses vans must be
handled with the utmost of care.
The best we can do is offer our
prayers to the students, faculty and
staff ofUtah State."

about the progress we're making
and we're looking forward to testing it in January," Walters said.
Gribb said the success of the
IMS sensor is a milestone for those
working on the project.
She said it provides BSU students with a unique opportunity to
"build something that can actually
be used."
Jordl Figueras is a civil engineering graduate student who collaborated with others on the IMS sensor
project.
"It's definitely a great experience," Figueras said. "To be involved In a new thing that hasn't
been commercialized really broad·

ens your horizons."
Figueras said he believes the
project will bring more prestige to
BSU and attract students who are
interested in sensor research.
"It is impacting a lot of students
in a positive way," Gribb said of the
ongoing sensor research.
Other projects under the Center
for Environmental Sensing in·
clude the development of MEMS
(Microelectromechanical Systems)
sensors to detect chemical warfare agents, a new extremely sensitive, portable detector for bloterror
pathogens and an electrochemical probe selective for arsenic in
groundwater.

the web at events.boisestate.edu
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"They'ie not even legal citizens yet, they have no rights,·
Scarbrough said. "They haven't
even experienced what being an
American Is yet,"
,
Accordingto Scarbrough, recruiters were working the Astrodome in
Houston, which is filled to capacity by Hurricane Katrina victims,
to talk the young men and women
who had lost their every things into
joining the Army.
Scarbrough served in the Navy
and said he wasn't given what he
was promised by recruiters and
other soldiers didn't either.
"They had
an
epiphany,·
Scarbrough said. "They realized
that war is nothing but devastation
and destruction and dehumanizes
everyone involved. If [the children]
turn 18 and decide to join the military that's. a' different story, but I
want them to have full disclosure
like any other legal contract. I don't
want to send kids off to that sort of
life."
The claim of a 'conscientious objector'
Scarbrough told the young men
and women in the crowd that when
they do sign up for enlistment, because it Is illegal not to, they should
write
'conscientious
objector'
across the front of the letter and
keep a copy of ir themselves.
He said they must also write letters to their congressmen and to the
draft board to prove that they had

With the pending resolution on
objected all along.
.
The draft has been opened up to the ASBSUagenda for a gay recognition week on campus during the
include women as well as men, and
week of Oct. 11, the speakers at the
now drafts by occupation, rather
than by social security numbers to rally encouraged students to unite
against oppression, to stand and be
fill the roles In the armed forces.
The draft has not been put into , .heard.
"This is an opportunity for your
effect and Pres.
voice to be heard," Salisbury said.
Bush has said that it will not be.
"If you don't show up [at the ASBSU
Americans who flee the country and the draft can be tried for meeting), your voice won't be heard
and don't expect someone else to do
the crime when they return to the
it for you."
states.
There were no specific instances
"Running from America isn't goof said oppression identified at the
ing to be an option," Scarbrough
said. "Unless you plan to stay away rally.
Howard spoke, in general, of acforever. I don't think an American
citizen should have to run from countability.
"This is what power is about,"
their country."
Scarbrough said. that the U.S., Howard said. "Through power and
solidarity, we can force 'them' to be
when it does decide to draft again,
accountable. Whether it's student
would draft twice as many soldiers
than it needs, to "weed out the ones government or federal government,
they will take advantage of you,
who can't do it."
The Central Committee for that's human nature. I'm talking
Conscientious
Objectors offers about one human being taking advantage of another human being."
more information.
"We have the right to hold our
Diversity, solidarity and acelected officials accountable and if
countability
we don't know what's going on and
The rally also had a stretched
definition from anti-war slogans to if we don't educate ourselves on the
different situations that are hap.
a call for diversity and solidarity.
pening, we can't change anything,"
"Most minority groups in this
Salisbury said.
country and on this campus do not
"If we want marginalized groups
have power,' said Woody Howard,
president of the BSU Bisexuals, not to be exploited and not be opGays, Lesbians and Allies for pressed, then we have to stand up
Diversity. "The only way minority
and voice that opinion. We have to
groups can gain enough power to let our elected officials know we are
watching and we are going to hold
make changes is to come together
them accountable."
and create solidarity."
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Colorado rolled over near Denver.
Currently
the
Boise State
University Policy Manual states,
"Allauthorized drivers ofUnlversity
IS-person vans must complete
a University van safety-driving
course or class, 'as sponsored by
the Office of Risk Management and
Insurance, before they operate a
IS-person van."
The Risk Management committee at Boise State recently passed

,Research

(from page

11

developing the IMS, Gribb said. The
IMSproject is a way for engineersstudent or professional - to take a
grand idea, build it, test it and use it
in the real world.
"Wefabricated the first prototype
and it is being tested at Washington
State," Robert Walters said. Walters
is a civil engineering research assistant working on the project.
After changes are made, a next
generation prototype may be tested this January in South Carolina
at the Savannah River National
Laboratory, Gribb said.
"Everyone on the team is excited

See the Opinion section for
a letter to the editor froni
the BSU director of Public
Safety, Risk Management
and Transportation,
Jared Everett.
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ANYWAY ...

BY TRAVIS ESTVOLD
Culture Columnist

In response to my fashionista
coworker's column describing
what not to wear this season, I'd
like to offer an opposing viewpoint.
, To quote the article, which
ran in Monday's issue of The
Arbiter: "Another type of accessory to avoid is the rubber bracelet. The yellow 'live
strong' bracelet was on everyone's wrist last year. It was
great because it demonstrated
love and charity. However,
those rubber bracelets have
the stupidest sayings on them
now and have completely lost
any meaning. Not to mention,
they're ugly. Phrases like "everybody poops" and "stop tripe
pin" are etched on brown and
purple silicon rubber and it's
just not attractive. So do yourself a favor and throw all those
bracelets out and never speak
ofthem again."
Do you believe the nerve
of that girl? My "Everybody
Poops" bracelet is not brown!
It's desert camouflage-colored - which- is only partially
brown. My original goal, when
I special ordered outrageously
overpriced bracelets on the
Internet, was - and still is - to
rebut the beliefthat such wrist
adornments need to stand {or
something special. Yes, •the
yellow Llvestrong bracelets
are great. And the pink breast
cancer awareness bracelets are
clearly for a good cause. But
my life is not lived in search of
a good cause - it's about making jokes and searching for the
world's best teriyaki sauce.
Several people have asked
me why I would wear a bracelet
that so openly references defecation. "It's the great equallzer," I once told such an inquirer. "If'I'm ever intimidated
by anyone, I just look down at
my wrist and I realize that even
this person poops, andI sud• denly feel better about myself."
"Really,· they asked?
"No,· I had to say back, "It's
• just a funny thing I had made.
But it could be that if I wanted

•

Los ·Cenzontles wlll bElperforming at thEI'BSU"
Special Evenls Center Saturday at B p.m.tn honor
of National Htspantc Heritage Month.

GlobalExpressions Series presents:

Los Cenzontles
BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant Culture Editor

"As a group, Los Cenzontles
has developed into one of the region's cultural treasures," -Andrew
Gilbert, Contra Costa Times.
"...remarkable ...Los Cenzontles
play and sing with a confidence and
style well beyond their years. This
is a joyous celebration of youthful
energy and of the timeless infectious appeal of traditional Mexican
music."-Sign Out Magazine.
Los Cenzontles was invited to
Boise State to participate in the
Global Expressions Series produced
by Students Activities. Saturday
at 8 p.m. in the Boise State Special
Events Center, Los Cenzontles
Touring Group will perform a collaboration of music and dance
to celebrate National Hispanic
Heritage Month.
As a part of the Los Cenzontles
Mexican Arts Center out of San
Pablo, California, located in the
San Francisco East Bay Area, the
touring group will perform traditional mariachi music with nine
members. LCMAC began in 1989
as a California Arts Council started'
by Eugene Rodriguez and Berenice

Zuniga-Yap. According to
the Los Cenzontles web
page, their goal was to create a family-like environment for young people to
learn and explore traditional Mexican music and
dance. In 1994, Rodriguez
incorporated LCMAC as a nonprofit
cultural
organization.
According to the LCMACweb page,
"The mission of Los Cenzontles
Mexican Arts Center is to provide
affordable arts education to youth
within a social/cultural context
that results in the strengthening of
the individual family and community." Accomplishments of LCMAC
include the 2002 Coming Up Taller
Awards made by the Presidential
CommitteeonArtsandHumanities,
Rodirguez received _a Director's
Award from the California Arts
Council for outstanding leadership in November of 2002, and the
LCMAC has gained recognition
"on both sides of the border as an
important center for the research,
preservation, and dissemination
oftraditional Mexican culture," according to the Los Cenzontles web
page.
This mission statement falls .in

line with what Catherine Allen, combination of dance, music and
Student
Activities
Program
spoken word. All of the shows this
Coordinator, is trying to do with year will be performed at the Boise
Global Expressions here at Boise State Special Events Center, at 8
State. "Global expressions is de- p.m, on Saturdays. Free parking
signed to bring in ethnic/folk type
will be available in the LA parking
concerts that appeal to not only lot and tickets are available for sale
the students but the community as at the door, or Select-a-Seat,' Allen
well,' Allen said.
said: "We are trying to get a rhythm
Saturday night the stage will' be . going and we are working on getlit up with dance and song. The ting something new each week to
touring group consists of two fe- cover a wide spectrum of Global
male singers, two male -singers,
Expressions."
three female dancers, violin, clariTickets for Los Cenzontles are'
net, guitarr'on and guitars of vari$5 for students of all ages, faculty,
ous folk variations such as the vi- staff, seniors and alumni. General
huela, jarana, and guitarra de son, admission tickets are $10, To read
according to the LCMACweb page. more about Los Cenzontles or to
Cenzontle is the Aztec word for listen to clips from their CD's go to
mockingbird and the multi-voice
www.loscenzontles.comAlso.vafmockingbird suits the unique, trater the show, CD's and OVO's will
ditional style of Los Cenzontles.
be available forpurchase in the lob"Global expressions started last by of the Boise State Special Bvents
year. In its first season, we had -a Center,
'
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it to,"

So,yes, I agree, at first glance,
rainbows of bracelets up and
down the wrists of trendsetters
all over campus is not a welcome site. Investigate a little
more closely, though, and you
can stir up all sorts ofwonders.
Orange bracelets with the
university's moniker engraved
on them are circulating, acting as another outlet through
which students can express
their school spirit.
I myself, wear both an orange
and a blue bracelet on my left
wrist, in addition to the homage to "number two" on my
right. Of course, mine aren't
Boise State-related; the orange
one reads "Gluttony" and the
blue one "Sloth."
In search of the perfect cookie to chase a downtown lunch
of two slices of Guido's pizza a
couple weeks ago, some friends
and I ventured into Flying M
Coffeehouse. There, in a jar
on the counter, was a fabulous
mixture of silicone accessories,
each one color-coded and inscribed with one of the seven
deadly sins. Though the cashier informed me that "Lust"
is their big seller, I found the
sins pertaining to laziness and
overeating particularly appealing - and as they were in Bronco
colors, I could hardly resist the
urge to take themhome.
So, anyway, If you see what
might otherwise be a well-accoutredindividualfIoutinggaudy, rubbery bracelets around
campus, hold off passing judgment. Upon-closer inspection,
if they say "Superstar," "Hot
Cheeks" or something ridiculous like that, feel free to smack
them. However, if when you
glance over at your neighbor in
math class, you see he or she is
wearing a green one that says
"Fight Scurvy!" or a tan one
that says "My other bracelet is
a rubber band," you tell them
nice work. It takes a big person to get behind a good cause.
But it's a whole 'nother breed
that stands behind a cause
that makes no sense whatsoever. 'And I am very much that
second type of guy.
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If everybody

Knight Ridder TrlbiJne

SAN FRANCISCO- Lou Pucci is
exactly. what you would expect a
20-year-old to be. He wears black
Converse high-tops. His hair isn't
combed. He dresses up his jeans
and a T-shirt by throwing ona collared shirt, unbuttoned. He's got
peach fuzz sprouting from his face
in the shape of a goatee.
Just after he shakes your hand,
pe's still earnest enough to launch
~Into a soliloquy about his love of
rFostume; true to 'his Broadway
t.toots, and that Halloween is his fatorite holiday (a curvy Snow White
ivtth a beard is one of his all-time
·thest).
.
This is all coming from the
tguy who made a huge splash at
l~undance this year with a couple
Ifllms, including "Thumbsucker,"
rased on a novel by Walter Kim.
rI" . As the title sug.gests, the film folows Justin Cobb through his senior
ear of high school, as he struggles
• 0 give up the ultimate oral fixation:
thumb-sucking. Pucci won a special jury prize for his performance,
which catapults the young actor
into the rising-star category.
But Pucci doesn't seem to take the
fuss too seriously; if anything, he's
skeptical about his chances of hitting the big time. He had the most
fun playing snow games during
Sundance with fellow cast member
Keanu Reeves.
"We were walking outside to a
press.. thing, and it was freezing
cold. There was snow everywhere,"
the New Jersey native said in a recent interview in San Francisco. "I
feel something hit me on the back
and I hear this 'huh huh huh.' It was
Keanu with a snowball,"
"Thumbsucker" director Mike
Mills, who is making his feature
film directorial debut, doesn't
take Pucci's talent lightly, however. He was so impressed with the
young actor that even though Pucci
botched his first take during the audition, he handed him the leading
role. This after auditioning hundreds of hopefuls.
Justin is the crux of the movie

hates the film, it
will be, "Oh, it's
time to go to
school then."
-Lou PUCCi,
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PHIJIU COURTESY KNIGHT RIDDER rnmUNE

Lou Pucci stars In the movie "I'hurnbsucker" where he plays the role of Jason Cobb a 17-year-old who still sucks his thumb. The lilm opened In select
theaters In September.
'
and involved in the majority of the
solve some of the problems in his
scenes, so casting the right person
social life (or lack thereof).
was crucial. Early on in the story,
Insert Perry Lyman (Reeves)
Justin's troubled parents (Tilda as the New Age orthodontist who
Swinton and Vincent D'Onofrio) , helps Justin get a handle on his
begin to seriously question their
habit through hypnosis. His deson's inappropriate habit, as well as bate teacher (Vince Vaughn) and a
their involvement in his inability to school official recommend a Ritalin
quit. Justin wants to squelch it, too, prescription so he can reach his
both to ease family relations and to fullest scholastic potential, and his

parents reluctantly agree.
Once medicated, it appears that
Justin's status is improving, from
scoring a cute girl (Kelli Garner) to
scoring prizes on the school's debate team, until he decides he can
do it all without the drug.
Mills says he knew intuitively
that Pucci could hang with a veteran cast and a story layered with

complexities. Pucci came through
.the door, and he knew he was right
for the part.
"Lou is very wise beyond his
years," Mills says. "He's more sensitive than even he knows. He Is very
deep and wise and that's why he
works in not just a teenage way in
the movie."
It must have been nerves tak-

ing over at that bungled 'audition,
because Pucci's resume speaks
for itself. He made his feature film
debut in another award-winner at
, the 2002 Sundance Film Festival,
"Personal Velocity: He's been
working steadily ever since, including on the movie "Chumscrubber,"
which also premiered at Sundance
this year.
His career stretches back to age
10, when his aunt paid him $10 to
try community theater. 1\vo years
later, Pucci was on Broadway as a
singing sibling in "The Sound of
Music:
Feeling good about his successes,
Pucci took off for Los Angeles earlier this summer, where he kept an
apartment for three months. The
point was to meet new directors
and read scripts. But soon he was
heading back home to New Jersey,
and describes his Hollywood experience as "an interesting mistake."
"I don't like the people much," he
says. "Every party is Oh, what have
you done?' And you just don't want
to talk about that at a party. It's all
bull crap. Youjust want to beat people."
Pucci Is even cynical about his
own ambitions. He says that if he
were watching his career from the
outside, he would predict failure.
"I would say, 'Oh, that kid is not
going to do anything. He's done one
good thing, and that's It. He's being
overexposed. He's done.'''
Furthermore,. Pucci says he
doesn'twantto just be an actor. He's
thinking-about writing, he's thinking about editing and he's thinking
about going to college like many
other 20-year-olds out there. "If everybody hates (the film), it will be,
'Oh, it's time to go to school then.'''
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The Arbiter wanta to know:
What is the best and worst thing about Boise State?
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Peel back the layers of truth
So, it behooves us, as concerned citizens, to find reliable alternatives to
the networks and behemoth media
Cthulhus that plague our world. .
Where can such a reader go?Well,
I like to start with "The Onion," be•cause I always know where I stand
with them. A recent headline on
their site I found was this: "God
Outdoes Terrorists Yet Again." See
how brilliantly this works? The
headline gets across the meaning
and subject of the story without
actually mentioning any of the cliches and overcooked buzzwords,
throws a bone to the right wing
nuts by mentioning God and tickles the left wing nuts pink by working in a passing mention of terror. ists, which everybody knows are all
Dubya's fault.
As I peruse the ongoing coverage and the subheads, I see a pat-

Faux news
publisher
"The Onion" is
America's top
news source
BY BRANDON
Opinion

NOLTA

Writer

It's hard to get reliable news anymore. Mainstream news outlets arc
"!;liding headlong toward blandness, the right-wing outlets foam at
the mouth more than OldYellerand
the left-wingers are racing like hell
to catch up, having finally realized
that self-evident arguments aren't.

tern emerging: "Louisiana National
Guard Offers Help By Phone From
Iraq," "Government Relief Workers
Moseyln ToHelp,""HefugeesMoved
From
Sewage-Contaminated
Superdome
To Hellhole
Of
Houston," "White Foragers Report
Threat Of Black Looters." In these
few briefs, which printed out would
run maybe two pages, I get a sense
of the major issues, how people are
responding, what issues are coming
to the forefront of relief efforts and
what snack foods arc of the greatest
use when living in flood conditions
(beef jerky and Budweiser). Youcan
get this kind of stuff on Fox News or .
CNN, but it takes longer and there's
a lot of smarmy corporate crap to
weed through as well.
Some people point to "The Daily
Show" as the TV equivalent of
this, and I would agree to a point.

However, "The Daily Show" tends
to revolve only around politics,
and most readers, myself included, want to know about other aspects of life. For instance, for those
of you interested in the evolution
vs. "intelligent design" debate, the
Science and Technology section's
main story right nowis "Evangelical
Scientists Refute Gravity With New
'Intelligent Falling' Theory," the
headline of which should tell you
everything you need to know. If it
doesn't, read the story, it's edifying.
Now, there are a few quibbling
criticisms pointed toward "The
Onion" such as the charge that their
stories arc fictional or exaggerated
for comic relief. Well, first of all, in
the era of Stephen Glass and Jayson
Blair, I say, "Let he who is without
sin shut the hell up." Secondly, the
Onion itself refutes such claims by

the
pointing out that it is "America's between
"The
Finest News Source." Unlike the lines;
specious claims made by the "New On ion"
York Times" ("All The News That's
makes
Fit To Print"? What kind of crap is it
easy
that?), "The Onion" can proudly
enough
stand by their statement, know- to do.
ing that no claims to truthfulness,
accuracy or even relevance can be
implied by it.
Finally, "The Onion" can make
one claim that no other news
source can match: By not being forced to rely on the
facts, they can get at
..the truth behind the
l" ~ '..
stories. Read the sto- . ~. ..'
rles, laugh at th,em all.~:f::;.·
-,
you want; that s what
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For the lucid individual, there
have been numerous indications of
a gradual, but aggressive collapse
in our socialstructure: a weakening breakup of the skeleton of the
United States. No, the violent portions ofIs.lam are C'
not the threat;
neither is the
administration
of George Bush,
or the brutality.
of nature (which
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Celebrate yourself during Human
Rights Week, just like everyone else
The need for an entire week to be "Campus environment was not endure such a thing.
The word "unique" comes to
always friendly to all segment of
designated for a group that is based
the community including GLBTQ mind when I think of the groups
on sexual orientation is disturbing.
members." My advice, get over it! that perlbrm countless, selfless
I can only im;Igine why this group
Welcome to the real world, people
acts. MADD (Mothers against
believes that they arc so deserving
Drunk Drivers) has spent nearly 25
have· thoughts and feelings that
of such a high regard.
years, advocating against drinking
will not be changed by the promoEveryone has a quality about
tion or recognition of something
and getting behind the wheel. Red
him or her that could be considCross comes to the aid of people in
ered "unique" or "valuable." Bycel- they do not believe in.
Mention of the death threat to- need everyday. This is a dedicatebrating a minority group is to imwards a student body presidential
ed group that has contributed 100
ply superiority over other groups.
candidate last spring (running for years of service, and they deserve
Hecognition
is . something
that is earned, an honor that is office) was brought up in the bill. much prai~e.
The threat was unacceptable and
I am unsure what makes this
placed upon a group or individuuncalled for, but using this ex- group believe that they. deserve
al for outstanding achievements.
ample in efforts to pass the bill is an entire week to be recognized.
Recognition shouldn't be sought
after. I wonder if the group is crav- hardly grounds to stand on.
My suggestion: celebrate Human
Regardless of race, sex or reli- . Rights week like. everyone else
ing attention, seems a bit petty
does. Instead of creating division,
when there are bigger and better • gion, everyone is discriminated
against at one time or another in stand united, put effort and time
things to contend with,
towards the week long 'Human
Used asa crutch or possibly a their lives. It is. unfortunate, but
sympaihy card, the group ~tated, this group isn't the only group to Rights celebration in January.

BY JESSICA BRUTON
Opinion

Writer

A recent bill was brought before the ASBSUsenators. This bill
sought formal recognition for the
GLBTQ community for the entire
week of Oct. 1I. The sponsoring
senators described it as, "a way
to recognize gay community's
uniqueness and value to the BSU
campus."
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The first article was on the local
"escort" whom it placed on a high
pedestal. I thought prostitution
was against the law, but who cares
because it's "between consenting
adults"... It's almost laughable. It
destroys security by violating family security. That is the bottom line!
Imagine a New Orleans full of secure families. Strength through
.
government aid
is nothing next
to family muscle.
This article was a
disgrace to Boise
lC
State. A sick disgrace.

h~s
i.ncreased
'I he third isWith cnme, and
sue was about
adultery rates). It
the proposed bill
is in the warmth
,
giving . homoof a large subursexuals
recogban home, in the
nilion for being
conversations of university classhomosexuals. Why can't I get pubmates, and the. entertainment of lie recognition for my sexual prefAmerican citizens, young and old, ere nee, that of a faithful sexually
that we see the peril. There' are
active monogamous family man.
three issues I want to shed light on. That is as rare as homosexuals, but
First is the sad show in New not recognized in legislation,' beOrleans. I am sorry for the suffer- cause it doesn't offer "uniqueness
lng, I cannot imagine losing the and value to the BSU campus"? Is
security of my world like that. But this an institution of higher educathis event brought into.view the in- tion, or a whorehouse where sexual
stability of our society. Many dead
pleasures are compared, taught,
left to rot, gangs controlling the
and flaunted? Quit talking about
streets, open uncontrolled theft your stupid sex life in public. I am
partially by lawenforcement, snipso sick of hearing about your urges.
ers shooting hospital staff, women
People are recognized for achieveundefended. This is America, not
inents. Period. I hate Withholding
Nazi Germany. Or is it?
.accreditauons when due regardNew Orleans citizens are cry- less of race, religion, etc, but that's
ing racism and swearing at the
no reason to consider engraving
President, instead of helping themtheir sexual lifestyles into the anselves. What is happening? This
nals of BSU.
same scenario will happen wherThere is something to be said for
ever tragedy strikes, because the
puritan lifestyles. The kite must be
overwhelming majority of society
tied down to fly otherwise it will
is happily climbing on the' sandy
crash and break apart.. The laws
foundation of lawless' personal
th'at make a civilization civilized
habits.
are unenforceable. They must be
Lets talk about some of those
lived by our own choice; otherwise
habits. My next two issues are from we get an anarchist New Orleans in
two articles that appeared in the
every community.
Arbiter. Perhaps the Arbiter should
be called "The Leftist Propaganda
Machine." It does not represent the Jon Harrop is a Construction
feelings cf the majority of BSUstu- Manaaement student atBoise
dents.
State-University
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Rednecks unite
I read the Arbiter section on
Culture and really took offense to
SaraBahnson's "Rodney Carrington
Booze and Breasts."
The thing that made me the maddest in this article was how she
opened it up by saying, "Youmight
be a redneck if you like Rodney
show on Friday night."
Well I am not agreeing with what
he says or what he does. That's his
business.
But my main concern with the

article is how dare Mrs. Bahnson
stereotype people? Because in my
point of view Redneck people 'are
the most unified people in our society.
If she wants something to talk
about and stereotype, than she
needs to find something with
some truth and maybe while she
is at it she needs to ask a so-called
"redneck" for something (in need
of help) and then go ask some Joe
Blowoff the street and I will bet you
anything the so-called "redneck"
will help you.

So before she can go stereotyping
people maybe she should do some
research.
Mike Kimball

BOise,lD

Here's one more
thing for you about
group recognition
If everybody is no different than
everybody else, why are there
posters about Pilipino Awareness

Make recycling a law
BY JOHN ROMLEIN
Guest Opinion

In this college football-crazy
town of Boise, a growing metropolitan area surrounded by foothills
and mountains, there is a growing problem that needs to be addressed,
That problem is your trash,
Every year, we produce 154 millinn tons of garbage - enough
to fill the Hubert H, Humphrey
Metrodome in Minnesota from top
to bottom twice a day. The most
truuhling fact about this statistic is
that more than half of this trash is
recyclable'
As the Boise area's population
continues to grow, the amount of
trash being dumped into our environment is also growing at all
alarming rate, The current dispnsal lncatiun for trash throughout
Ada County" the Hidden Hollow
Landfill. is rapidly running out of
space- much sooner than originally
anticipated, Plans are heing made
to erect another landfill just south
oltnwn.
How do we solve this problem.
VCHI ask? We do exactly what the
stare of Wisconsin did 15 years ago,
In 1990, former governor Tommy G.
Thompson signed into law a mandatory recycling act, which striclly
bans all recyclable materials, ineluding cardboard, aluminum, office paper, glass, etc. from all land-

fills in the state. This meant that if
the trash collectors detected any
kind ofrecyclable material in someone's trash, it would be tagged with
a notice, not
picked UPi and
the owners of
the house fined.
Since
then,
landfill
space
equal to an average municipal
landfill every 1.5
years has been
saved,
Encouraging
people to recycle through
a "discount off
your trash bill"
campaign does not work. If this
cit v wants to get anywhere close to
making progress on that front, they
need to pass a law that hits the environmentally unfriendly in the wallet for not doing their part.
For those who think that this
problem is no big deal, I invite you
to take a good look at the foothills
.from the Garden City and Eagle areas, roy close attention to the large
scar that can Ill' noticed as far as 203D mill's outside of town. Thollscar
is the landfill thaI swallows up each
valley Wilhyour Slinky trash, much
of which wil/take up to 50-lO0 years
to completely decompose,
Imagine that scar being twice or
even three times as hig as it is now.

Also keep in mind that the resources used to make the plastic bottle
you drink out of are also used to refine gasoline. Not to mention that it
takes as many as
500,000 trees to
make 39 million
copies of newsprint, including
this very newspaper you are
reading.
Come to think
of .it, recycling
can be very fun
as well as educational. Imagine
the amount of
landfill space we
can save by doing all we can to reuse the materials
that are becoming more and more
scarce,
You can also take comfort that
each time you put something into
the recycling bin, it will be put to
a good usc instead of polluting
groundwater and taking up space
underground. Seattle was the most
recent city to pass a mandatory law,
and Boise should do the same so
that the environment will continue
to be beautiful for future generations 10 enjoy.
John Rom/ein is the
Environment/Anima/Issues
Coordinator for the Volunteer
Services Board

month, why is BGLAD trying to
get a week of recognition,' why is
February Black History Month? We
are all different.
I'm a white, heterosexual,
Catholic, Moderate-viewing male
who doesn't smoke or drink. You
are different than I am. I have
friends who are different than me,
religiously, ethnically, and politically.
However, it is those differences
that we should elaborate! Varietyis
the spice oflife, and so it should be
for all people.

And to BGLAD,I may not be your
biggest supporter, but Iwish you all
the best in future endeavors.

Terry Heying
Boise,lD

How about a week
for people that
actually deserve it?
Ihave to admit that Idon't know
if there already is one, but whomever is sponsoring this "GLBTQ

Recognition Week" had better make
sure there is a week dedicated to
recognize veterans, police' officers,
firefighters, doctors, and people
like Cesar Chavez, Martin Luther
King, and Billy Graham. People to
whom this country owe an immeasurable debt.
.
They did a lot more than have sex
with people of the same gender, and
fought for rights that extended beyond themselves. No pun intended,
but get your priorities straight.

Sterling Reece
Boise,ID

ASBSU.Senators: Today is not a
day to be true to yourselves
JOHN BRIGGS

Harmony is definitely peaceful-no arguments from me. It is
also obvious that when I am speakThe GLBTQ resolution is being
ing what Iam thinking, I am hapvoted on today. Here's my quespier than if I hold everything in
tion-Why are we voting to give a (evldences I'm writing this am I
,week of celebration to congratulate
nott). The same also applies to my
people on a choice they have made?
actions lining up with my thoughts
Are there any other choice-based
and words.
groups (religions for example) that
This statement
by Gandhi
have a week recognized by the
doesn't need much more deconschool as official? If you don't see
struction because it's very easy to
it as a choice, then, via the online
see that it is true. This statement
po stings, it has been brought to seemed sound enough to me so I'm
my attention that it Is being true to using it as my definition of being
yourself (which In our age Is tantatrue to yourself (it is my personal
mount to anything else).
definition In the very vein of being
Please let us first define what betrue to myself).
Ing true to yourself means. Okay,
Here's the definition: make sure
I petitioned Google (His Holiness,
that your words and actions line up
the Google) and my supplication
with what you think, At first, being
was answered with a listing of true to myself sounds good because
books and inspirational CD's-not
It means that I can be happy, but it
the answer I was looking for. The
gives me a license to speak whatevAlmighty was silent so I found a er I want and do whatever Ifeel like
quote by Gandhi on an insplrabecause my thinking justifies it in
tional poster dealing with the is- the sake of personal happiness.
sue: "Happiness is when what you
To follow' this maxim of truethink, what you say, and what you
ness to oneself there's a couple of
do are in harmony." This quote was
problems I 1I0W face: first, this Is
then followed hy the line "be true
awfully close to the definition of
to yourself" and a nice picture of a selfishness, and second, this can
boat and a sunset, So far so good.
be used, if carried to the end, to
Perhaps I had found truth.
[ustlfy atrocities such as hatred
Guest Opinion

(examples include the hate mail
and death threats sent to members
of the GLBTQ community). I do
not condone these activities whatsoever-I am just saying that this
proves that living by this maxim is
not sound. Obviously, it can be carried to evil and dangerous levels.
Since there is no physical, chemical difference between homosexuals and heterosexuals, this bill
becomes either a resolution celebrating a choice or a resolution celebrating a ludicrous ideology.
Let us recognize members of the
GLBTQ community for contributions to our education and not for
their sexual preferences.
I do not want any accomplishments of mine bearing an asterisk beside it informing everybody
what I prefer in relationships.
What does that have to do with
what I have contributed? Gay
and straight people can contribute equally to our school, but this
week celebrating a personal choice
or being true to ourselves is out of
place as far as our education is concerned.
John Briggs is an international business major at Boise
State University

New BSU policy addresses what can be done to prevent another accident
J~RED EVERETT
Guest Opinion

Several months ago the Risk
Management department at Boise
State University began development of a 15-person van policy to
enhance our existing driver training and safety offerings.
This timely policy was approved
by the appropriate committee in its
final form this month and should
be available on-line shortly. The
recent tragedy at our neighboring
institution, Utah State University,

provides a somber reminder of the
importance of vehicle safety.
While no one is able to turn back
the clock and prevent that tragedy
from occurring, it may be the best
thing we can do is proactively try
to prevent a similar event from occurring. To that effort wI! provide
the following information and reminders:
_
In large passenger vans,
store luggage under the seats, Do
not place luggage on the seats, or on
top of the van.

..
The driver should maintain control of the vehicle and ensure all passengers arc wearing
their scatbelts.
_
The
front passenger
should be the driver's coach, helping to look for road hazards, monitoring the speed limit, and ensuring the other passengers remain in
their seat belts.

weather conditions could make the
posted speed limit unsafe.

activity while driving. Utilize the
front passenger for special needs.

_
Always check the tires
before a trip to look for any damage,
inflation concerns, bubbles, or lack
of appropriate tread.

_
If you are a passenger in
the vehicle, understand the driver
has your safety in their hands, insist on safety and don't be afraid to
voice your concern.

_
Have multiple trained
drivers, thus allowing for rotations
of driving duties. A fresh driver will
perform better than a tired driver.

_
Always drive the speed
limit or below. Sometimes road or

_
Do not eat, speak on a
cell phone, or any other distracting

In the next couple weeks each
faculty, staff, and student should
receive information regarding this
new policy and its requirements
in their e-mail as part of the BSU
Update.

Please review and understand
the policy and apply 'its safety
principles. Any questions about
the policy can be directed to Risk
Management at 426-5955.

Jared Everett is the BSU director of
Public Safety, Risk Management
and Transportation.
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Current/former Brancesplay at the Albertson's Boise Open
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BY SH~WN

~SHBY

Inkster.

,FggtbnJl '
Saturday
at Hawaii
Time: 6 p.m. (HT)

CrmUi Country
Saturday
Men and Women at
Willamette
Invitational
Salem, Ore.

WQm4!m~GoU
Heather

The Nationwide Tour made its
stop in Boise last weekend for the
annual Albertson's
Boise Open.
The Open is the Treasures Valley's
only chance to see professional golf
played in its backyard.
The
tournament's
festivities
kicked off last Monday with the
Kraft/Nabisco Shootout. Theshootout welcomed stars from the LPGA
tour, Annika Sorenstam,
Natalie
Gulbis, Paula Creamer, a~d Juli
-

r

-

Also participating
in the
was the most recent addition to the PGA Tour, Jason Gore.
Jason Gore won the Boise Open
in 2002. He became the media darling earlier this year in Pinehurst
North Carolina at the U.S. Open.
Gore came out of nowhere to play
in the final pairing on Sunday.
Play began
on Thursday
'at
Hillcrest Country Club in Boise.
This year's field included former
Boise State player David Lebeck
and current
Boise State senior
Graham Del.aet, Scott Gump, last

, shootout

Sports Writer

-

Ka

years champion, was also in the
field.
The Albertsons
Boise 'Open
raises
money
for many
local
charities.
Boise Public Schools
Education Foundation, Inc., Boise
Rescue Mission, CAS I foundation
for Children,
Drug Free Idaho,
Hope House, Idaho Black History
Museum, Idaho Ronald McDonald
House, and Saint Luke's Regional
Medical Center, are a few of many
groups that receive help because of
the Boise Open.
Lebeck finished round one with

a 67. DeLaet finished with a 72.
Both Lebeck and .Del.aet would
fail to make the cut on Friday.
Lebeck shot a 76 and DeLaet would
close out his round with an 80.
Wind,
and
cooler
temperatures created tougher conditions
on Friday compared to Thursday,
but with a six-under-par
65, Greg
Chalmers took a four shot lead going into the final two rounds of
play.
The open wrapped up on Sunday'
with Greg Chalmers taking home
the $117,000 purse.

, _.,

Albertson's

Boise Open Final
*Greg Chalmers

269

-15

Danny Ellis

269

-15

Troy Matteson

,

270

-14

Nathan Green

270

-14

Camilo Villegas

273

~11

Brian Henniger

273

-11

*won on first playoff hole

Monday - Tuesday
Farr Invitational
Denver, Col.

at
Time:

Time:

I
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Friday
I
Texas A&M
7 p.m. (CT)
I
I
Sunday
atTCU
l p.m. (CT)

I
I
I
I
I
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MeJl& t~onj§
Monday
All-American
Tournament
qualifying,
Chattanooga,
Tenn.

Wpm~n&~'ennili!
Saturday
All-American
tournament,
Los Angeles, Calif.
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According
to Hivals.com, Paul
Noonan has verbally committed to
playing basketball at Boise State.
Noonan, a G foot, 6 inch wing
from Beaverton
High School in
Beaverton, Or. made an official visit
to Boise State last weekend.
Noonan also had offers from
Oregon State, Washington
State
, and Eastern Washington.
Noonan did tell Rivals.corn that
he found everything he wanted in
a campus on his visit. He cancelled
a visit this weekend to Montana
State.

Fresnu StilW DetefttJl

Toledo, 44A4
FRESNO, Calif. - The Fresno State
Bulldogs scored 27 points in the
second quarter of its 44-14 blowout
win over Toledo Tuesday night.
Bulldog Paul Williams caught
a touchdown
pass and returned
a blocked punt for a score, and
Tyrone Culver returned a fumble
for another touchdown in the win.
Bryson Sumlin ran for 106 yards
and a score and caught a TO pass
as the Bulldogs (2-1) rebounded
emphatically
from a 37-34 loss at
Oregon that knocked them out of
the top 25.
Paul Pinegar threw two touchdown passes, and the Bulldogs posted a blowout despite the Rockets'
304-248 edge in total yards.
Toledo (3-1), played without star
quarterback
Bruce Gradkowski in
the mid-major powers' first meeting.
Gradkowski, the Rockets' career
passing leader in several-categories, was held out of the game at the
last minute, apparently' because
of a concussion from a win over
Temple 10' days ago. Gradkowski
had passed for 654 yards and nine
touchdowns. The defending MAC
champion
Rockets averaged 53.3
points in their first three.games.
, Clint
Cochran,
Gradkowski's
freshinan replacement, went 16-of24 for 163 yards ami a laterushing
TD in his first career start.
, The' Rockets Jed 7-0, but quickIrfeHapartwithturnovetsand
"rriissc!ldefensive as.signments.
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Jared Zabransky (above so~rlng for one of his three rushing tnuchdowns against Bowling Green) and the Broncos will begin the conference title defense Saturday at HawaiI.
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conference. "

Sports Editor

The Boise State football team
hasn't lost a game to a Western
Athletic
Conference
opponent
since Nov. 10, 2001. But don't ask
Dan Hawkins how many games
that has been.
"I'm not a good math guy anyway. I'm trying to keep my mmd
on the game plan. I can't keep all
those other numbers in my head:'
the Broncos head coach said.
Boise State begins the title defense Saturday at Hawaii at 6:05
p.m. (HT). The Broncos have won
three straight WAC titles, and there
are seven seniors on the team that
have gone their entire careers at
I Boise State without a loss in the

, '

'

Despite losses to Georgia imd
Oregon State on the road to begin
the season, those seniors know the
importance of what still matters to
them.
'
"We're here to win a WAC championship again," senior offensive
captain Daryn Colledge said.
Colledge, along with Lee Marks,
Jeff Carpenter,
Alex Guerrero,
Chris Barrios, Ben Chuckovich
and Cam Hall can uitimately finish their college careers without a
loss at home, or in the conference
if they continue winning this season.
A feat that in the words of
Hawkins is, "real huge. I think it's
a credit to our guys that we were
able to go undefeated in the WAC.

-------------

Ge'nerally when you look at most
conferences, and most conference
statistics-that
doesn't
always
happen."
Hawaii
The Warriors
(1-2, 1-0 WAC)
are the Broncos' (1-2, 0-0 WAC)
first test inthe WAC. The Warriors
shutout Idaho last Saturday 24-0
in the Vandals first ever conference game. This after Hawaii was
drubbed
by USC and Michigan
State to begin the season.
The Warriors have a new defensive coordinator in Jerry Glanville,
who has had two different stints
has a head coach in the NFL, but
has been away from coaching
since 1993.
The Warriors also have a new
signal caller.

AT, or, ~{t'1r;Timmy was supposed to be-a rocky beginning,
but junior. college transfer Colt
Brennan has been impressive so
far for the Warriors. The former
Saddleback
Community
College
standout-and
former teammate
of Bronco Ierard Rabb-is
second
in the conference with 272' yards
passing per game.
"He looks like a fierce competitor. He throws the ball pretty
well and it looks like they haven't
skipped too much of a beat without Timmy:'
BSU cornerback
Gerald Alexander said. "A lot of
people were thinking Timmy was
the greatest thing for Hawaii and
what's going to happen, but Colt
Brennan is a pretty good player."
Brennan will be going up against

a Bolse State defense that is fresh
(10 days off) from shutting down
one of the best quarterbacks
in
the nation. Omar Jacobs was held
to the second lowest output of his
career last Wednesday at Bronco
Stadium.
However, the Broncos have lost
three straight on the road, but unlike other years, the Wednesday
night game has given the Broncos a
little more prep time for Saturday's
conference opener.
"Abnormal
is normal around
here. We just kind of adapt to it and
roll. The nice thing is the way the
schedule falls is we have a little bit
more of a normal prep for Hawaii
than we are used to:' Hawkins
said.

See Broncos
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Game Breakdown -------------

VS

Boise State

(1-2, 1-0 WAC)

Hawaii

•

(1-2, 1-0 WAC)

Who To Watch

Who To Watch

QB, Jared Zabransky, Jr.
Zabransky has been turnover prone this season, but did throw for one
touchdown last Wednesday and ran three more in. As the running game
continues to dominate, Zabransky should settle in and find his groove.
RB, Ian Johnson, Fr.
Johnson has been a complete added benefit for the running game, and
then some. Johnson is first on the team and third in the conference in
rushing yards. All of this with a runningback
by committee system that
also has Lee Marks (154 yards rushing).
K, Anthony Montgomery, Jr.
The junior college transfer has been 'money' so far. He is a perfect 4-4
kicking field goals and hasn't missed an extra point either. For someone
who has been sketchy at times in practice, a coach can't ask for much
more. Practice, are we talking about practice?

QB, Colt Brennan, Jr.
The post Timmy Chang era was supposed to be tough road, but Brennan
has come in and make some, say, 'Timmy who?' Well, not quite, but his
816 yards passing and a 6-1 touchdown to interception ratio does make
the Warrior fans breathe easier.
'
'WR, The Four Horseman.Sr-Ir-Pr-Pr,
There are four receivers that Brennan has found at least 10 times this
season. All four (Davcne Bess, Ryan Rice-Mullen, Ross Dickerson and
Ian Sample) are.ranked 7th-lOth in the conference in receiving yards per
game.
DL, Klla Kamakawlwo'ole,
Sr.
,
The defensive lineman was named WAC defensive player of the week in
the win over Idaho after posting six tackles and a sack. The Honolulu native is quick and can give offensive lines trouble on the pass rush.
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Schedule has. beenexhliusting for the Broncos this seascn
I
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HORN

the elements there isa lot of change, a lotofvariThe trips 'can also be tiring not only on the
ability and then a lot of road games."
field ...but also on the mlnds-sespeclally
the trip
In 2004, the Broncos reaped the benefits of sev-'
to Hawaii. The team travels to Hawall without a
The Grateful Dead may have sai~ it was a 'Long
en homes games'and.just
four games on the road
charter plane,mellning,ri\(}re
time in the airports,
Strange Trip', but be assured thatthe Broncos may
on the way to a perfect ll-O'season:
but there is an added luxury to playingin Hawaii.
feel the same way about the start of the 2005 sea" . This year, already the games at Georgia and
Theteamlefttoday
andwiiI l>eable tovisitPearl
son.
,Oregon
State on the road,rtowBoise~tate
hasto
' Harbor Jlridayafter Iimomingpractice.
",
Starting off in Georgia, then headingto Oregon
travel to Hawail and still play Fresno ~tate on the
,-tasked
ihegtiys Whether, theywanied
to', do '.
State, the Broncos finally got a chance to play in
road also. '
•
"., '", ", ',"
tltat Of no.t,all!l they did;" Hawkins said; "We ha~
Bronco Stadium14 days later.
"Itcan be prettyrougb.bui
youjlistgo{to
b~ so~eguys ~~ haye beenthere before, btitIJhinl(
"We talked tO'them
before the ,season and
mentally tough togoollthe,road'''~U~i:iier~l(waiildnd!lra~()~J:l.gexperienceJo~them{andwe giVe them our whole yearly plan all the way
bac" Gerald Alexandeuaid;~We
hiew'c~ming\\-Ve,Wi1ltaketijemonto~etUlltarbi>rQnFriday.".<
through the Rose Bowl. Tltey knO\v that in the
intothe season that It wa,sgQfuglO be'li
>,'th€tea.nWiJt~
".",',','
, mHom'~.,Oe,c,,;,',f
summertime,·
,BSUhead
c:oacbDanHawkinsschedule,
but
just gott!> . "
",
'fop.to:the
-bea'clf btl Fdd
,
said abouttbe hard SchedUI~,~Obyolsuly
one or
be able to be strollgon the .
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Getting to know: JerardRabb
'.

t:

IDAHO
downtown

I:
I: .

Junior receiver Ierard Rabb has
turned into what the Broncos expected from hlm.: -After ' three
games" the junior college transfer
is leading Boise State In receiving
yards and' receiving touchdowns.
Rabb talks about what other sport
he thinks he could play at BSUand
why that has made him more effec-
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tive on the gridiron.
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erierqize with a'
natural caffeine rush!
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"First impression was kind
of like a culture shock when I got
here because the people here were
so genuinely nice to talk to."

,-4t..~::

A nutritious source of lasting fmergy. We blend
matcha green tea with passionfruit-rnanqo
juice, soymilk. peaches ilnd mangos.

I

a-:;.}J eye,-opener™

Q:

You pl~yed basketball in
junior college. Do you miss it?

~

Get started and keep qoinq with acal, (Ah-sah-yoe.)
1he juice of this £lra7i1iarlbell y, infused with
fjuar<lna, adds antioxidants and omeqa fatty acids
into strawberries, bananas and soyrnilk.
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Q:

What were your first impressions of Boise and the university?

,

a real good chemistry, so I miss the
coach. But, yeah it was fun playing
at Saddleback, but I am happy I am
here."

Q:

Do you think you could
play here for the basketball team?

A:

"Actually I think I could.
I was thinking about doing it my
senior year after I get settled in to
football and everything. But, Idon't
know-that's in the future."

I.

L.
C.

.

.

" Q:

Do you thinking playing
basketball has helped in the goal
line fade routes you run in football?

A:

"Yeah. In basketball you
have to learn to box out, and that's
good when you are running the
route- you want to get between the
defender and the ball. So/ certain
things like rebounding and jumping help me out with the goal line
and stretching the field, period."

, Q: You seem to catch theball
like a basketball, with your hands,
rather than a normal receiver who
tends to use their body. Does that
come from playing basketball?

A:

"I don't know. The way I
look at it is I catch the ball the most
comfortable is with my hands."

Q:

After three games, did you
think that you would be the leading
receiver this season?

A:

"Did I ever think I couldyeah. I thought I could, but for it actually happening, it's kind oflike a
dream come true."

PHOTO BY STAN BREWSTEIVI'HE ARBITER

" Q: If football doesn't pan out
for you, what's in store for Jerard
Rabb?

A:

"That's a good question. I
don't know. I just let the chips fall
where they may."

Q:

Last season, you were the
main receiver for Hawaii quarterback Colt Brennan at Saddleback
Community College.
What do you expect from him on
Saturday?

A:

"Colt is a good quarterback.
He's got good pocket awareness,
he's a good scrambler, he's got good
feet and he's got a quick release. So,
I expect our defense to cover and
hopefully contain him."

Boise State volleyball gears up for home games
BY SARAH JOHNSON
Sports

writer

After two rough losses last week
in Hawaii and San Jose, the Broncos
arc re-focused and prepared to put
up a fight this weekend.
"We need to accept last weekend
for what it was and re-gain our competitive mindset as we enter a new
week." Jackie Stroud said.
According to Stroud, the team
was disappointed with its performance and lack offocus on the road
last week.
However, after an intense week of
practice they are prepared to play
up to their standards and hold each
other accountable.
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"I'm ready to play like the top 25
caliber team that I know.we are,
we have goals and we're stepping it
up," Stroud said.
Come watch tonight as BSU volleyball (4-5 overall, 0-2 WAC)goes
head to head with the Utah State
Aggies (9-6 overall, 2-0 WAC) in
the Bronco gym of the Kinesiology
Building.
Play begins at 7 p.m. and is free
for all students.
According to coaches, top hitters senior Telia Peterson (3.4 kills
per game), junior Cameron Flunder
(3.4 kills per game), and a freshman Jeanette Jenkins (2.83 kills per
game) will really have to step up
their game to lead' the Broncos to

victory.
"Utah and Nevada are' tough
teams, there is no doubt matches
will be a battle. We will need production offensively to get a win,"
Assistant Coach Chelsey Chaffer
said.
The Broncos will add another
offensive weapon to the lineup
this weekend as middle blocker
Robin Hewitt returns Iromlnjurles.
Hewitt has fought the burden of
three major injuries during her career as Bronco, including two knee
surgeries and a fractured foot. As of
Wednesday, Sept. 28, she is good to
go after being cleared by her doctor
to participate in competitive play.
, TonightwiU be Hewltt'sflrst'of-

ficialmatch.
"I'm so excited, I have waited so
long to be completely healed. I am
looking forward to contributing
to the team outside of practice,"
Hewitt said.
During the past year Hewitt has
heen training around her injuries
to stay in top shape, S9 she would
be prepared to play upon the doctor's release. "I am ready to go, I feel
strong and healthy," Hewitt said.
The Broncos will take on the
Nevada Wolfpack (7-5 overall, 2-0
WAC)on Saturday, Oct. 1 at 2 p.m.
in the Bronco gym. Parking will
be free for all fans in the General
Admission areas between Bronco '
'Gym and the football stadium.

Men's cross country season continues this week in Oregon
BY SHAWN ASHBY
Sports
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The Boise State Cross Country
team travels to Salem, Ore. this
weekend to compete in the
Willamette Invitational. This will
be the third tournament of the season for the Broncos, who will look
to keep improving their overall record.
The season began for BSU in
Nampa at the NNU Invitational.
Anchored by junior Ty Axtman's
third-place finish, the team took
home third overall. Axtman's performance earned him Western
Athletic Conference Men's Cross
Country Athlete of the Week.
The next stop was in Seattle
to compete in the Sundodger
Invitational. Axtman followed up
his third-place finish and athlete
of the week honors finishing five
seconds behind Austin Ramos of
UCLA. The Broncos finished 10th
overall.
Axtman ran the eight kilometer
race in 24 minutes and five seconds, a personal best.

"It was surprisingly easy, I look
forward to running faster this
weekend," Axtman said.
Axtman is in his first year at Boise
State after transferring to BSUfrom
Spokane Community College.
Senior Forest Braden recorded a
24th-place finish at last year's Cross
Country National Championships
and All-American Honors. Braden
has chosen to take a redshirt for
this season.
Braden took home a second place
finish at the NNU Invitational, running unattached.
"Forest is a dedicated and very
talented runner," Axtman said.
The team is improving with each
meet, but there is still work to be
done.
"We'll come around, we're a very
young team that works hard, that
could come around at the end of
the season and possibly win a WAC
Championship;" Axtman said.
Boise State will host the Eagle
Island Invitational on Oct. 8. Boise
will also be the location of the WAC
Championships beginning on Oct.

rus PHOTO BY STAN BBEWSTElI/fIIE

ARBITEB

Forest Braden (seen here during the Indoor track season) took second
place at the NNU Invitational running unnattaced In cross country.
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Idaho Vandals, winless in 2005, quite a surprise in new national poll
BY NICK JEZIERNY
Knight Ridder Tribune

No, that wasn't a misprint.
The winless Idaho Vandals football team really did receive one vote
worth five points in the first Harris
Interactive College Football poll.
The poll - which will help de.
termine who plays for the national champlonship--'-was
released
Sunday. The 114-member panel included support for three teams with
losing records - Idaho (0-4), Arizona
(1·2) and Bowling Green (l-2).
Essentially, the poll has the
Vandals ranked 44th in the nation,
out of 119 Division I-A teams.
"That kind of thing certainly
doesn't increase the opportunity
to have much credibility:' said Ron
Stephenson, a Harris poll voter who
lives in Boise. "That just doesn't
make sense."
The Harris poll wascreated when
The Associated Press asked that
its poll not be used in the Bowl
Championship Series, the complicated formula that combines polls
and computer ran kings to determine college football's top teams.
The BCS created the Harris poll to
fill the void of the AP's departure.
People who vote in the Harris
poll are former coaches, players,
administrators and media. The poll
will not release individual votes until the final poll on Dec. 4.
Boise college football fan Mike
Klinkhammer
said he was surprised to see Idaho and Bowling
Green ranked in the poll, and questioned who was doing the voting.
"I can go with the credibility facfor because these people have been
around, but only if they use their
heads, but they aren't using their
heads. It's an embarrassment."
Klinkhammer said.
Stephenson, the former commissioner of the Big Sky Conference, is
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Despite an 0-4 start, head coach Nick Holt and the Vandals received
votes In the new Harris Poll, which helps determine BCS pairings,
retired. He said the poll, which is appointing."
fighting for credibility because it is
Harris Interactive,
based in
new and already has had a handful
Rochester, N.Y., said it's unlikely
of panelists drop out, didn't need
that a voter error resulted in the
this kind of start.
Vandals or any other losing team
"No question-it
does not help
garnering support in the poll.
the credibility at all," he said. "It
"It's clear from our standpoint, it
would indicate, if it was done on
looks like this person just expressed
purpose, that someone obviously . an opinion, whlchis a part of opindoesn't care what kind of job they're
ion polls," said Jim Quilty, the vice
doing in the poll. Thatwould be dispresident of research in Rochester.

Harris poll voters have three
ways to cast their votes - phone, fax
or online.
The panel member who voted
Idaho 20th phoned in his vote,
Quilty said. He said the interviewer-the person who answered the,
, call-s-read back all 25 of the teams
and the voter validated his vote.
"In opinion polls, you do have
a ·diversity of opinions, lind the
Harris Interactive College Football
poll is no different: Quilty said.
"In this case, we did have a diverse
opinion."
Bob Burda is the assistant commissioner for communications
at
the Big 12 Conference, which is
managing the BCS this season. He
said the overall results of the Harris
poll made sense.
Southern Cal and Texas are
ranked 1-2, as they are in the AP
media poll and the USA Today
coaches poll.
"For the first poll, it came out
where we hoped it would be:' he
said. "The poll Is in keeping with
results that have happened on the
field up until this point."
How does Burda explain' Idaho
receiving support?
"In terms of unusual votes, when
you have a sample size of 114, the
possibility certainly exists:' he said.
"That's part of what happens when
you ask people for their varying
.opinions, especially when it comes'
to college football."
The panel was randomly drawn
by Harris Interactive from among
more than 300 nominations supplied by 11 Division I-A conferences
and Notre Dame.
Burda said one reason the Harris
poll panel is so large is to make sure
a wacky vote doesn't skew the results.
"With a pool of voters that large,
it helps mitigate the impact of unusual votes," he said. "Part of the

Harris poll has instant credibility problem
BY JON WILNER
Knight Ridder Newspapers

Say this for the inaugural Harris
Interactive top-25 poll, the newest
addition to the Bowl Championship
Series formula: It could have been
wor~~~,
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Given the makeup of the 114' member panel, I half-expected to
see USC ranked fifth when the poll
was released Sunday.
Instead, the Trojans were No.
1 and the rest of the top 25 looked
.pretty good.
But there was cause for alarm
with "other teams receiving votes."
Illinois, which is 2-2 and lost 6114 on Saturday, received enough
votes to rank 38th with 13 points.
Arizona (l-2), whose lone victory
is over Northern Arizona, had 10
points.
And Western Athletic Conference
cellar-dweller Idaho, which is 0-4,
had five points. Imagine where the
Vandals might be ranked had they
actually won a game.
"We were surprised to see them,"
WAC assistant commissioner Dave
.Chaffln said.
But the Harris folks were not surprised - and that alone should scare
BCS officials.
The Harris poll operates like
The Associated Press poll: the
No.1 team receives 25 points, the
No. 2.receives 24 points and so on.
According to the Idaho Statesman,
a Harris official said one voter had
ranked the Vandals 20th.
"It was a random selection of the
overall body," Harris spokeswoman
Nancy Wong said. "We have to decide if it's acceptable, and in our

opinion, it is."
But BCS officials made one giganIt's acceptable for someone to tic mistake: They allowed Harris to
vote for an 0-4 team?
keep ballots private until the final
"We have to be confident that the
regular-season poll. It's the same
panel we established can be relied
courtesy afforded the coaches who
on."
vote in the USA Today top 25, hut
But isn't there some kind of safety
they have competitive reasons for
"IW~"thf,l.A~1}as,one-thatalenspoll
... Wanting their ballots private .. The
operators of an inconsistent ballot?
Harris panelists do not. (The AP
"We have a verification system In makes its ballots public.)
place .... Our results were fully vallAccording to Chaffin, no one In
dated this week."
the WAC's voting block is affillSo no one thought twice about
ated with Idaho. So which member
seeing Idaho on a ballot?
of this dubious panel voted for the
"We look at it like you would othVandals?
er surveys, thatthe likelihood ofthe
Perhaps it was Carolina Panther
results may not always be what you
Brentson Buckner, the only active
expect."
,
NFLer on the Harris poll. Buckner,
Considering that the Harris poll
who played at Clemson, pubis one-third of the BCS formula,
IIshes his ballot on his Web site. A
we could be looking at a real mess
few weeks ago, he had unproven
come bowl-selection time.
Oregon State 12th even though the
Whoever voted for Idaho - Harris
Beavers weren't ranked in the AP
isn't saying - will help determine
poll. Buckner then dropped the
which teams play for the national
Beavers the following week - after
championship. That's even scarthey beat Boise State.
ier than Watson Brown voting in
Perhaps it was one of the panellast year's Coaches' poll. (Brown, a ists to whom former Arizona coach
coach at Alabama-Birmingham,
is John Mackovic referred to when he
the brother of Texas Coach Mack
wrote in the Palm Springs Desert
Brown.)
Sun: "To tell the truth, I did not
BCS officials picked Harris to know a couple of them were still
operate a top-iS poll after the AP alive."
dropped out following last year's
Perhaps it was Kevin Duhe, a forCal-Texas controversy. The 11 rnamer player at Northeast Louisiana
jar conferences and independents
who now serves as a manager for
submitted 300 names. Each conthe Blue Bell Ice Cream Co.
ference got 10 randomly selected
We can be sure of one thing: It
voters. The panel is a mix of former
wasn't Jason Rash who voted for the
coaches, players and admlnistraVandals.
tors and current media members.
Rash, an executive for an Atlanta
Harris did notrelease its first poll
masonry company, was on the
until Sunday in a commendable at-original
Harris panel but resigned
tempt to limit the influence of the
after it was revealed that his only
preseason polls.
connection to college football is as

Career Center
Services
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•

Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
Interview Training.
Job Listings
, Resume &Cover~Letter
'.Assistance
. .

Website
career.boisestate.ed

the son-in-law of Troy Coach Larry
Blakeney.
How 'bout that Harris verification system?

reason for having the poll come out
weeks prior to the first PCS standings was to give an opportunity, if
these situations arose, to hopefully
correct themselves and work themselves out."

The BCS standings debut Oct.
17. Boise State athletic director
Gene Bleyrnaier, whose Broncos

See Idaho [page 151
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

3 WOLFF

ONE MONTH

TANS

UNLIMITED

$15
NOT VALID

WITH
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$39

ANY OTHER OFFER.

EXPIRES

12 - 31
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Flu Vaccine Research
Advanced Clinical Research (ACR®) is seeking
healthy volunteers to participate in a clinical research
study of an investigational influenza vaccine.
Qualified participants will
receive up to $300
compensation for time
and travel. In addltlon,
study related vaccinations
and doctor exams will
be at no cost.
To Qualify You Must:
•

Have not received an
influenza vaccine In the
past 9 months

•

Not have had severe
adverse reactions to a
previous influenza
vaccine

For more information please call
ACR® at 1-866-S4-STUDY
or visit our web site at:

www.acr-research.com
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Beststart ever for Broncos as the team heads to Texas
COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM
Freshman Randi Baker scored
the lone goalfor the Broncos ina I-I
draw in women's soccer at Southern
Utah Monday in Cedar City, Utah.
The match was the third in six days
for the Broncos as they improve
to 6-2-2 overall and extend their
school record undefeated streak to
seven matches (5-0-2).
Boise State was the early aggressor to begin the match as the
Broncos put two early shots on
goal, including an attempt by Randi
Baker in the 32nd minute which
caromed off the cross barto keep the
game scoreless. Those near misses
seemed to spark the Thunderbird
offense as it strung together backto-back corner kick attempts, the
first coming after a diving save by
Boise State keeper Kim Parker on
a crossing shot from junior Dani
Lavigne, but SUU came up empty
as the Broncos cleared to keep the
match scoreless.
Baker had another chance in the
- 40th minute and delivered as she
corralled a two-touch deflection
off a free kick by Nicole Coleman.
She fired the shot past SUU's net
minder Holly' Davis, who came
out to challenge the ball, to stake

Idah.o
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beat Bowling Green 48-20 last
Wednesday, said he didn't know
how to justify the votes for teams
with losing records" including
BGSU.
"I would think some questions
need to be asked, and I'm sure
they will be now that the first poll

PHOro BY STAH BIlEWSTEnrrHE

ARBITER

The Boise State soccer team Is In the midst of the best start In program
history. The Broncos are S-0-2 In the last seven matches.
Boise State to a 1-0 lead.
SUU netted the equalizer 10
minutes into the second half as

Thunderbird
mid fielders Ashley
Smith and Tara Olson connected
on a pair of headed passes to set

has come out," he said. "Hopefully
there will be some accountability.
The Ilarris poll people need to look
at those votes and see if they're reasonable and rational."
Stephenson said he hopes the
poll will consider triple-checking
the votes that aren't consistent with
others.
"I will be a little surprised if
the Harris people don't follow
up with something on it, saying

we've checked with that voter,"
Stephenson said.
Quilty said Harris stands by its
poll and sees it as credible.
"We're actually very happy with
the results and the stability that the
Top 25 produced," he said. "They
are very consistent in all of the panelists and other polls out there. We
believe this will be seen as credible
not only this week, but all the weeks
through the final voting."

up sophomore Brooklyn Phillips,
who tallied her second goal of the
season on a lofted shot in the upper
left corner of the goal past reserve
Bronco keeper Michaela Morrison
to knot the score at 1-1.
Boise State finished the match
with a 12-to-1O edge in shots, including 5-to-4 in shots on goal.
Baker led the Broncos with four
attempts placing two on goal, followed by Annie TQm who placed
both her shots on goal. Sophomore
Ashley Denham paced SUU with
four shots, while Lavigne accounted for two of the T'Blrds' four shots
on goal. Davis made four saves defensively for the Thunderblrds,
while Boise State's tandem of Kim
Parker (I) and Michaela Morrison
(2) combined for three saves.
Boise State moves to a WAC best
6-2:2, the best start ever after ten
matches for the Broncos, overall
with one week left in the non-conference portion of the schedule.
Boise State takes it's school record undefeated streak on the road
to the Lone Star state where the
Broncos will face 131h ranked Texas
A&M (7-1-1, 2-0-0 Big 12) on Friday
night at 7:00 pm (CT) in College
Station, Texas and TCU (3-4-0) on
Sunday afternoon at 1:00 p.m. (CT)
in Fort Worth.
So does Burda.
"I think it's early at this juncture
to say 'worried: " when asked if the
BCS was concerned about some of
the unusual votes. "It's a new process, and any time you are introducing something new, there' is a
likelihood there could be a bump
in the road along the way. We'll see
what next week brings."
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Religion scholar and author

"THE BATTLE FOR GOD"
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Jared Zabransky set a school record on this 8S-yard touchdown run last season against HawaiI.
perfection of junior kicker Anthony
Montgomery. The Hanford, Calif.
native has made all four of his field
[from page ttl
goals this season, and is a perfect
tion, freshman Ryan Clady was inPossible new starters
10-10 in extra points. But, he hasn't
jured, making way for junior Ryan
A few injury bugs and quesalways been so perfect in practice.
Keating to make his first career
tions at certain positions could be
"He's
been
unbelievable,"
changing this week. Junior cor- start. Hawkins said that both are
Hawkins said. "There are days in
healtliy and it's a matter of who has _ practice where you are just going,
nerback Quinton Jones has been
a better week in practice.
banged up all season, so true fresh"Uh, why don't you try right-footed.'
l\IoneyMan
man Orlando Scandrick could be
But the guy is 'money in the games.
A pleasant surprise - for the
the starter come Saturday.
He's like a different guy."
Broncos this season has been the
At the right offensive tackle posiAnd you
thought
Bronco

BImlCDS

7 p.m. (Duol'S open at 6 p.m.)
Stadium was loud
The University of Hawaii Athletic
Department is handing out megaphones, yes megaphones to the
first 10,000 fans that enter Aloha
Stadium Saturday. It's part of the
program's, 'Let's "Pack The House"
campaign.
Hopefully for the Broncos that a
few hundred Boise State fans can
get their hands on these trusty
noisemakers.

STUQENT UNION JORDAN BALLROOM
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
FREE: No tickets required
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RENT IT-

·SEllIT
1975 Dodge Sport King
22' motor home.. Only
61K actual miles, $1900/
obo. Call .941-4776 or
362-2988.
1987 Dodge Caravan.
Seats 7. AT, AC, l13k
'original miles. Runs good.
Clean. $500/0BO. Call
Steve 340-7492.

3M/l
bath, wid Inc1uded.Llve next door
to BSU. Tons of parking.
$750/mo. Call 322-4228
or view on www.bolserents.com

2002 Honda Civic EX,
Auto,
Power
everything. C/C, 27+mpg, 4dr.
$IO,OOO/obo.703-5434
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box,
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
83 Honda Accord Hatch
Runs. Needs carbo $175/
obo. 87 Honda Prelude
for pans. Call 463-9064
or 863-4156.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Donn Refrigerator a.E.
4 cu. Ft. Like New, clean
$60 Call 342-3016, Leave
a message
DRESSER, Broyhill, excellent condition, 8 drawers, some blemishes on
'top. $80. Call 447-1896Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
King size pillowtop mattress set, brand .new in
bag. Must sell, $225. Can
Deliver. 866-7476
Pool Table
6'3 ft. $75 OBO
Call 921-1845
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
. Queen
Ternpurpedie
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688

PrivateLivingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities

ISEP~EMBER·
Cost average $50/mo. No
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336:7001.

.WOR.K IT
Are you America's next
Top Personality? Premier
in-store Promotions Company & authorized agency
of Mass Connections,
Inc., has PIT weekend positions in various ID cities
to represent major consumer packaged goods
companies as 'Well as national & local retailers. To
apply visit www.
eventsandpromotions.
com

Career Center

All Utilities And Basil Cable
Included

BroncoJobs

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

On-and

F

Roommate wanted
Lincoln Avenue. $270/mo
+1/2 Electric. Call 8698637.
Female roommate wanted
North End house. $375/
month, all utilities included plus internet. Call
Ellen at 863-1581.
Room and bath for rent in
House 5 min from BSU
next to Tablcrock. $350/
mo. Includes all utilities
and internet. 336-1836

tact Shelly @ TLC Home

Conditions Apply

Call - 343-5092

BroncoJobs
•
__ .'p
hllp://carecr.boisestate.edu

Eagle Busters is hiring.
Will work w/school schedule. Flexible hrs. Come in
tion at 1396 E. State St. in
Eagle or call 938-1800 for
more info.

ACRQSS

1 Hinged fastener
5 Stroke on the
green

Positions available for
hire, looking for energetic and friendly people
to work in a fun environment. Flexible w/student
schedules. Competitive
starting wage. Apply in
person at Blimpie Subs
and Salads III Broadway
Ave. or call 388-8802.

All ages 17+

and pick up an applica-

Crossword.

F9am"5pm.

Sales & Service,

Check out

•••••••••••••••••••

Health Care 853-5050 M-

Flexible Schedule,

Room for rent SE Boise.

Room for rent, Bench
area. $350/mo. all utililties paid. Avail 9/31. Call
703-2470

portation. Flexible hours,
2to 24 hour shifts, days,
eves, overnights. Con-

Basel Appointment,

off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students

Become the best
teacher you can be.

9 _ out (declined)
14 Italian wine
region
Clarinet's cousin
Biller's partner?
ERA, e.g.
Planted, as
grass
19 Put to use
20 "Love Songs"
poet
23 Upper limit
24 Smack
25 Uncle Tom's
charge
26 Tap gently
29 Worn away
31 Bikini bandeau
32 Tepee shape
33 Star of "Ghost"
35 EI Greco's
birthplace
36 Field of teeth
38 Bit of trickery
41 Muscle and
bone specialist
45 Lawman Wyatt
46 Request
47 Whole
48 Marna sheep
49 Muscle spasm
50 Had a bite
51 Spare part?
52 Japanese
heavyweight
55 The EvilOne
58 Match
59 Helper
60 Make jubilant
61 Otherwise
62 Winter blanket
63 Ocean
fluctuations
64 Origin
65 Berry and Kesey

. 15
16
17
18

Join the professional
Hiring

Food

Prep

&

Counter Help. Eagle Rib
Work for Rent! .Wanted , Shack. Stop by restaurant
upperclass women for for app. 360 E. State. Any
country Jiving within 2 questions call 938-0008.
miles ofBSU. I bdr. home
Homccarc aides-housein exchange for 12 hrs/
keeping, meal prep, perwk. house/yard cleaning
sonal care services, transand pet care. Car required.

Arbiter classified advertiseniellts are free to students.
Classified ads may be placed three ways:
email: classlfteds@arbiterolllliie.com
phone: 345-8204 x 100
or stop by the office at
605 University Drive
(across from theSUB).

2005

$14

$250/mo + 1/4 util. +dep.

Cable/DSL, Private Garage, No smoking, shared
bath. 433-9350

29

··'5·:··:······

organization of educators
online at:

www/nea.org/student"program
.

.....
Greg Wilson, President
BSU Teacher Education
Association
ieasp_bsu@hotmaiJ.com

DOWN

1 Bothered
2 "Top Hat"
3
4
5
6

dancerHollywood
success
Pocket bread
God of the sea
WWII sub

7 Hauls with a
hitch
8 Easiest to chew
9 Florida city
10 Vatican figure
11 Outdo
12 Sushi choice
13 Matter-of-fact
21 Having a motif
22 Ms. Gardner
26 "Annabel Lee"
poet
27 Picnic pest
28 Place-kicker's
prop
30 Buttoned
31 lnviqoratlnq
32 Underground
burial chamber
34 Eardrum
inspectors
35 Old hags
37 Balanced on the
brink
38 Charge
39 Uncooked
40 Exist
42 Flying group

comics

Today's BIrthday (09-29-05)
Friends help you get ahead this
year, so align with the best. The
more that you encourage them,
the better you will get. To get the
advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

,

~

!

I

43 Checked the fit
of
44 New Testament
book
46 Intention
49 Ditties
50 Move upward

52 Gorge
53 Corduroy ridge
54 Difficult
undertaking
55 Tennis.unit
56 Pugilist Laila
57 Small bit

horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services

1,

Solutions

Iwww.arbiteronline.coml

•

"Check it out, Jennifer! Thanks to global warming,
we now have beachfront propertyl"

09/29/05

@ 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

"Son! Your mother and I have told
you NOT to play in the traffic!"

Cancer (June 22-'uly 22)
Today is a 6 - It may seem like
you're having to spend a lot to
get the best. It'll be worth it in the
long run, however. Try to find
good deals.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Only make
promises you can keep. That's the
basis of your reputation. And, if
you can't keep them,let people
know as soon as you find out.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - You're acing the
tests now, much to your delight.
Enjoy, but don't get cocky. Next,
you'll learn how to bring in the
cash.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-,an.19)
Today Is a 7 - Channel as much as
you can into your savings account
or investments. Even a trickle, If It
goes on day after day, adds up.

ArIes (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is an 8 - First, make
sure everyone feels heard and
. Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
understood. Then, getting back to
Today is a 7- You know how to
work will happen naturally.
get by on practically nothing. This
is a handy skill. It gives you more
Taurus (AprIl20-May 20)
to invest in property that will
Today is a 7 - The harder you
appreciate.
work, the luckier you'll get.
Luckily, that part is 'about to get
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
here. So don't complain.
Today is an 8 - Accept the
compliments, even if what you're
Gernlnl (May 21-'une 21)
doing is very easy. Success isn't
Todayis an 8 - Continue to study
always a struggle. Sometimes it's
and practice. You're getting
due to natural talent.
better, so you may Incur some
jealousy. The competition spurs
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
you on.
Today is a 7 - People in high
places get careless sometimes,
and that's liable to happen. Listen
at keyholes.

r- - -

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
Today is a 7 - A little competition
can be a good thing, as you'll
discover. Somebody else is
getting slightly ahead, and that
spurs you on.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today Is a 7 - There are no
shortages, abundance definitely
can be yours. Creative work pays
very well now; among other
things.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.

Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.
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RATING GIRLS
DOES NOT
COUNTAS'
INDEPENDENT
STUDY.
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